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Introduction
Military recruitment has reached a level of intensity never seen before in US history and any male 
or female between the ages of 16 and 25 can now be reached by recruiters facilitated by the No 
Child Left Behind Act and the Pentagon Data base.

There is an urgent need to educate our young people about the realities of military life, war, and 
recruitment so they can make informed responses when contacted by recruiters and also be prepared 
should a draft be reinstated.

As a community of faith we invite you to become involved in providing young people with an 
alternative understanding of the military and war.  It is important that young people understand 
what is happening in the effort to recruit them to serve with the military.

As people of Anabaptist faith we believe that the life of Jesus is an example of living in a 
nonviolent way.  Jesus taught that his followers should love God completely and their neighbor as 
themselves.  He also instructed that we should love our enemies. 

Today while there is no legal draft, the military is searching for young men and women to serve 
with them.  The most vulnerable youth are those in communities with low economies.  When life 
options are limited youth become more vulnerable to military recruiters.  

As a church we are concerned about the choices young men and women in our congregations are 
making.  While these youth are very important and we should work with them, let us also 
understand that we have a responsibility to provide information and alternative options to the youth 
in our communities beyond our church walls.  This packet contains information that will help you 
and your congregation to understand the situation and choose ways to become involved with all 
youth facing pressure from military recruiters.

Denominational offices and agencies are providing resources to assist you in this effort.  This 
packet also contains a CD with forms and lists of web sites that provide information regarding the 
counter-recruitment efforts across this country.  Some of this material came from web sites on the 
list and CD.

Central District Conference Missional Church Committee Task Force 
To Promote Congregational involvement with Counter-Recruitment  
Spring 2006

Actions you are invited to take:
1.  Commit to Christ's way of peace and to affirm that peace and nonviolence are core Anabaptist 
Christian commitments.

2.  Learn what your local school administration’s current policy is regarding “opting out” of the list 
of student contact information that they release to military recruiters.  Ask that this be a process that 
is clear and easily accessible to all families.

3.  Encourage youth in your congregation and beyond to begin a file about their beliefs regarding 
conscientious objection to war. Christian Peacemaker Registration forms are available in this 
packet.

4.  Educate others in your community.  If possible participate in the organizing of a broad 
community coalition that includes youth to work at counter-recruitment strategies.

5.  Spend time with the youth of your congregation and community to develop strong relationships 
and educate them about conscientious objection to war and nonviolence. 

6.  Challenge the appropriateness of the ASVAB test (the admissions and placement test for the US 
military) for use with students not interested in military service if is given in the local high school. 

7.  Provide counsel to youth in high school and middle school and offer alternatives to those being 
actively recruited by military personnel.

Resolution responding to military recruitment for Central District Conference Annual Meeting June 
23-25, 2005

Introduction
   WE as Anabaptist-Mennonites are known as an historic peace church. That history begins with those first 
disciples who followed the nonviolent Jesus in his way of salvation through the cross and Resurrection. The 
16th-century Anabaptist-Mennonite movement renewed a witness to the way of radical love for Christian 
disciples. With the apostle Paul we testify that "We have peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ" 
(Rom. 5.1).
   We have taught that faithful obedience to the example (I Peter 2.21-24) and teaching (Matthew 5-7) of 
Jesus requires us to refuse military service. At many points in our history as a community of faith we have 
sought options of alternative service when governments instituted compulsory military conscription.
     Today in the United States we face a different situation. Although officially there is no military draft, we 
have become aware that the vigorous recruiting efforts by the armed services in fact represent a "virtual 
draft." We are concerned about the impact of these tactics on both our own young people and the society as a 
whole.

Current military recruitment efforts
Whereas
* Young men and women in high school are being approached by military recruiters with an effort  
  unparalleled in U.S. history;
* Promises of money, education, and a profession are being used to entice youth who feel   
  vulnerable and  without viable options for their future;
* The U.S. military has given its Armed Service Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) test in  
  about 14,000 high schools nationwide to look for potential recruits, often without parents’  
 knowledge; 
*  Federal law now provides for student contact information to be released to military recruiters,  
  unless a student takes action to “opt out;”
* Many public school administrators across the country are cooperating with military recruiters to  
  meet recruiting quotas.

Therefore, we, the delegates of Central District Conference, call on congregations to take the following 
actions. 
→Commit to Christ's way of peace and to affirm that peace and nonviolence are core Anabaptist  Christian 

commitments.
→Learn what your local school administration’s current policy is and request they release to military  
recruiters only contact information of students whose parents request this.  This is called an “opt  in” 

policy.
→Encourage youth to begin a file about their beliefs regarding conscientious objection to war.  Christian  
Peacemaker Registration forms are available from the MCC web site.
→Participate in the organizing of a broad community coalition to work at counter-recruitment strategies.
→Spend time with the youth of your congregation developing strong relationships and educating them  
about conscientious objection to war and nonviolence. (see resource list)
→If ASVAB test is given in the local high school challenge its appropriateness for students not interested  
in military service.
→Be available to counsel youth and offer alternatives to those being actively recruited by military  
personnel.

Resources:
From MCC: Thermostat: a new DVD and study guide for youth on peace, conscientious objection to war 
and nonviolence. A website: www.mcc.org/ask-a-vet, provides e-mail links to military veterans, includes 
Christian Peacemaker Registration information.  Second Mile: curriculum for a congregational journey 
of peacemaking.  Change of Command: video featuring the stories of military veterans now committed to 
peace and nonviolence.  
From Missional Church Committee of the Central District Conference, June 2005 

Definitions:
Counter-recruitment what is it?

Counter-recruitment is the effort to provide additional and alternative information to youth who 
military recruiters are inviting to sign up for military service.  This work is done by high school 
students and community members working together within the high school and the community.

What does it mean to opt out?

Federal public law 107-110, section 9528 of the ESEA, “No Child Left Behind Act” requires school 
districts to release student names, address, and phone numbers to military recruiters upon their 
request.  Student are then called at home by recruiters and pressured to join the military.  The law 
also requires the school district to notify you of your right to Opt-out from this by requesting that 
the district not release your information to military recruiters.  The completion and return of this 
form serves as your request to withhold your private information.

Books:
1. Letters to American Christians by John Stoner and Lois Barrett
2. What Every Person Should Know About War by Chris Hedges
3. Why I am a Conscientious Objector by John M. Dresher

DVD:
1. Thermostat: How can we turn toward peace in a time of fear? Available from MCC

Videos
1. Blood Makes the Grass Grow; Conscientious Objectors and the Gulf War, available from MCC
2. Change of Command, available from MCC

3.  Do you know enough to enlist? New video to be available from AFSC in 2006

Military Recruitment, Communities of Color and Immigrants
by Titus Peachey

Military recruiters are looking for new enlistees. You see them in high schools, shopping malls, and 
sporting events where young people gather. Recruiters are particularly interested in the young 
people most likely to enlist. Increasingly, they are turning their attention to the immigrant 
community and those with limited economic opportunity

According to the National Research Council, “The U.S. Department of Defense is the nation’s 
largest employer. There are 1.2 million men and women on active duty, who are supported by 
672,000 civilian employees.”1 With a recruitment budget approaching $4 billion dollars, the military 
recruits over 200,000 people each year. The 15,000 military recruiters in the U.S. are constantly 
searching for eligible new enlistees between the ages of 18 and 35.2

Who is Serving, Who is Enlisting?
In the year 2000, the ethnic distribution of military forces compared to the ethnic distribution in the 
civilian population was as follows:3

  Military Forces  Civilian Population  (Ages 18-24)
White:  62%    65%
Black:  20%    14%
Latino:  11%    15%
Asian    6%4      5%

For years African Americans have enlisted in the military in numbers far exceeding their proportion 
of the population. In 2003 for example, African Americans made up over 26% of active duty Army 
personnel, and roughly 21% of active duty personnel in all military service branches. This 21% 
figure has been consistent over a period of 20 years, dating back to 1983.5

These long-standing patterns are now showing signs of change. For example, African Americans 
are currently joining the military nearly in proportion to their percentage of the population, a sharp 
decline from earlier enlistment rates. Latino enlistments are still lagging behind their % of the 
population. The data below is for FY 2003.6

    % of enlistees  % in population (age 18-24)
African Americans   15%   14%
Hispanics    12%   17%
Native Americans/Alaska Natives  2%     1%
Asian      1%     4%

While the focus of this report is on race and ethnicity, it is important to note that women currently 
represent 17% of the armed forces, down from 19% in fy 2000.7

According to the military, when measured by education level, home ownership and parents’ 
occupation, new enlistees show only modestly lower indicators than their civilian counterparts.8  
While the reliability of this data could be debated, it is clear that the military is eager to publicize 
these numbers. As noted in a 2003 report from the Office of Deputy Under Secretary of Defense, 
“Contrary to myth, data show that the enlisted force is quite representative of the civilian 
population.”9

A Poverty Draft?
Despite these statistics, there is a widespread perception that the All Volunteer Army is in effect, a 
poverty draft; that many Latinos and African Americans join the military because they have few 
other options, and that our wars are being fought by youth of color and youth from rural 
communities suffering from poverty and lack of opportunity. Why this perception?

The history of slavery and the continuing racism experienced by people of color in the U.S. has 
placed many African Americans and Latinos in settings of poverty. In these settings, patriotism and 
duty do not draw young people to military service as they may in other communities. For example, 
according to U.S. Army surveys in 2003, 38% of Caucasian enlistees listed the desire to serve their 
country as the most important motivation for enlisting, compared to only 20% of African American 
enlistees.10 

For some people of color, military service is a way to prove one’s loyalty and value to the nation in 
the hopes of receiving just treatment and acceptance in civilian life. For others, military service is a 
path toward personal advancement and success that is otherwise difficult to find in their home 
communities. The use of the military as a path to education and personal benefits is clearly shown 
in the following data collected by the Army in 2003.11

Reasons for Enlisting:          Money for Education Benefits Pay Total
African Americans   29%  12%            6%  47%
Latino     24%    7%            4%  35%
Caucasian    12%    6%            2%   20%

As indicated above, nearly half of African American recruits and over 1/3 of Latino recruits list 
clear economic indicators as their primary motivation for enlisting. 

The military appeals to this economic motivation by offering new recruits tens of thousands of 
dollars for education and job training.12  It is difficult for young people in settings of poverty who 
want further education or job training to refuse these offers. Unfortunately, the requirements to 
qualify for these education dollars are hard to meet, and relatively few recruits actually qualify and 
receive the full range of educational benefits.

The realities of the job market also point African Americans toward the military. In 1999, the 
median household income of African Americans in the civilian population was $27,900, while 
African Americans in the military earned over $32,000.13 

Impoverished rural white communities also lack opportunities for education and advancement, 
leading some white youth to enlist in the military as a way out of economic hardship. Indeed, an
article in the New York Times (July 20, 2005) notes that soldiers from small town and rural areas of 
the U.S. are dying in Iraq at nearly twice the rate of soldiers from cities of 1 million or more. The 
writers believe the numbers suggest that the armed forces themselves are disproportionately drawn 
from impoverished rural communities.14 The disproportionate enlistment from rural areas is 
confirmed in an Army report which notes that, “on a per capita basis, accessions are more likely to 
come from lower population density zip codes.”15

In this way the All Volunteer Army becomes a poverty draft. Even if current enlistees somewhat 
mirror their civilian counterparts in race and income levels, enlistees enter under vastly different 
circumstances.  While some enter the military because they have chosen it from an array of 
meaningful opportunities, others enter the military because it is one of the only paths available out 
of a setting of poverty. For these enlistees, the realities of poverty and racism make military service 
an option they can hardly refuse rather than something they have freely chosen. 

The military is well aware of these realities, and ready to seize the opportunities they provide for 
recruitment.

Targeted Recruiting?
According to the U.S. Army Recruiting Command’s Strategic Partnership Plan for 2002-2007, 
“Priority areas [for recruitment] are designated primarily as the cross section of weak labor 
opportunities and college-age population as determined by both [the] general and Hispanic 
population.”16

Population studies show that Latinos are the fastest-growing group in the U.S. In fact, the Latino 
share of 18-year-olds in the U.S. population is expected to grow from 14% to 22% over the next 
several decades. The military keeps a close watch on these trends, as they have implications for 
recruitment. Indeed, military researchers look not only at immigration patterns, but also at the 
higher fertility rates of immigrant populations to help determine where to invest their recruitment 
resources.17 

Dave Griesmer, a spokesman for the Marine Corps Recruiting Command, noted in an LA Times 
Article, “You’re not going to waste your resources if you’re in sales in a market that is not going to 
produce...We certainly don’t discount any school. But if 95% of kids in that area go on to college, a 
recruiter is going to decide where the best market is. Recruiters need to prioritize.”18

His comments were echoed by Kurt Gilroy who directs recruiting policy for the Office of the 
Secretary of Defense, noting that it is important to “maximize return on the recruiting dollar 
[because] the advertising and marketing research people tell us to go where the low-hanging fruit is. 
In other words, we fish where the fish are.”19

In a Los Angeles Times article, Erika Hayasaki chronicles the differing attention military recruiters 
give to high schools in southern California. At Sylmar High School, attended primarily by 
low-income Latino students, military recruiters walk around freely during lunch. But 16 year-old 
Erika Herran comments: “I can’t even remember a time when I have seen a college recruiter on 
campus.”20  In contrast, San Marino High School in the affluent San Gabriel Valley neighborhood 
rarely sees recruiters. According to career center director Shanna Soltis, 98% of the graduates at San 
Marino attend college.21

Notes retired Army officer Richard I. Stark Jr., “Once you start [recruiting at a school heavily], it’s 
like a snowball. As more people from the school join the military, they go back on leave, walk 
around in their spiffy uniforms, brag about accomplishments. That generates interest by more 
recruits.”22

As a group, Latinos are still under-represented in the military, but it is clear that the military is 
trying hard to close this gap. In July of 2002, President Bush announced that “non-naturalized 
soldiers serving honorably in the war on terrorism could significantly step up the process of 
citizenship and apply immediately or upon enlisting.”23 While this opportunity is open to all 
nationalities, the high number of Latino immigrants makes it particularly appealing to this group.

The Hispanic Access Initiative “...provides for ROTC recruiters to especially target colleges and 
high schools with a sizable Latino student body.”24 While the Reserve Officer Training Corps 
program is officially not a recruiting effort, around 40% of JROTC graduates enlist in the military. 
African American and Latino students make up over 50% of the participants in JROTC programs.25

A recent policy change in the Army allows the number of enlistees without a high school diploma to 
rise to 10%, up from 8% last year. While high school drop-outs can be found among all racial 
groups, the rate is particularly high among Mexican-Americans. U.S. born Mexican-Americans 
have a drop-out rate of 30%. The number doubles to 61% for new immigrants.26

So it is clear that the very design of military recruitment, with its grand offers of money for college, 
effectively targets those who do not have other good options. As recruiters strain to meet 
recruitment goals in an increasingly difficult environment, they put their time and effort into those 
most likely to enlist, even if these enlistees are pushed there by circumstance. For some, the 
circumstance is immigration.

Military Recruitment, Immigrants and Citizenship
In a recent report by the Center for Naval Analyses (CNA Inc.) analysts note that “...one overlooked 
source of military manpower is immigrants and their families. Much of the growth in the U.S. youth 
population over the next two decades will result from immigration.”27

While legal permanent residents may enlist in the military, they are largely barred from officer 
positions or positions that require sensitive security clearances. Nonetheless, nearly 8,000 
non-citizens will enlist in the military this year, and the Defense Manpower Data Center estimates 
that there are currently 35,000 non-citizens on active duty in the U.S. military.
The CNA study cites a number of benefits in recruiting non-citizens for the U.S. military, especially 
noting the linguistic and cultural diversity that non-citizens bring. In addition, non-citizens have a 
significantly lower drop-out rate than citizens, likely because of the faster path to citizenship which 
staying in the military provides.

The fast-track citizenship policy initiated in 2002 has often been misunderstood. After it was 
announced that non-citizens serving in the U.S. military could apply for citizenship immediately, a 
rumor began to circulate in the Latino community that citizenship was automatic. What was 
officially announced as a reward for military service quickly became understood as an inducement, 
or a reason to enlist. And for those already in the military, citizenship applications “...ballooned 
from 300 a month before Bush’s order to 1,300 a month...”28

The benefits to military personnel applying for citizenship, as a result of the executive order and the 
2004 National Defense Authorization Act, include:
 -waived fees
 -a streamlined application process

-posthumous citizenship for non-citizens who die while on active duty, and special 
preferences      for immigration purposes of immediate family members.

In 2004, 7,500 military personnel gained their U.S. citizenship through the military, the highest 
number since the Vietnam War. 

However, in no case does military service guarantee a successful citizenship bid. All citizenship 
requirements still remain. In addition, there is the risk of combat, which is perhaps why non-citizen 
enlistment applications are now dropping.  According to ABC 7 News in Los Angeles, between 
2001 and 2004 non-citizen enlistments dropped 20%.29 While the Pentagon simply states that the 
numbers fluctuate from year to year, part of the explanation may be in another statistic. As of 
March, 2005, 142 non-citizen troops had died in Iraq and Afghanistan. These non-citizen casualties 
represent 8% of the total, while non-citizens make up less than 3% of active duty military 
personnel.

Indeed one of the first casualties of the war in Iraq was Lance Cpl. Jesus Suarez del Solar, a 
Mexican-born Marine who died after stepping on an unexploded cluster bomb. His father, Fernando 
Suarez del Solar said that his son joined the military because recruiters told him the experience 
would help him become a civilian police officer. Suarez del Solar now warns youth from Mexico to 
remain in their country so that they can escape the high pressure sales pitch of U.S. military 
recruiters.30

There were other immigrant deaths from Latino communities early in the war, such as Lance Cpl. 
Jose Antonio Gutierrez from Guatemala who joined the Marines to get an education, and and 
Francisco Martinez Flores who enlisted so that he could go to college and become a stock broker or 
an FBI agent.31

Charles Moskos, a military sociologist at Northwestern University believes the military will 
continue to recruit the new immigrant population despite the recent drop-off in enlistments. “We 
can’t get enough middle-class kids to die for our country,” he said. “This is the next step.”32

Why Does This Matter?
It’s about honesty and justice. The concept of the All Volunteer Army would suggest that people are 
freely choosing to join, based on reliable and equal access to information. In reality, there are 
serious questions about the honesty and justice of the recruitment process. Communities of color, 
immigrants, and persons living in impoverished areas are particularly vulnerable to exploitation.
 
Honesty
Military advertising is less than honest. Military recruiters are sales people who present their 
product with all the gloss and power that a $3 + billion dollar budget provides. If the product were 
four years of active duty with the National Park Service or the Environmental Protection Agency, 
there would be little reason for concern. But military advertising packages danger, potential 
life-long suffering and death in a cheery package wrapped in money for college, duty, honor, and 
discipline. There is no open talk about dying. There is no serious discussion about what it means to 
kill. There is no warning about the physical and psychological scars that can burden a person for a 
lifetime. This lack of honesty affects all potential enlistees, but is particularly harmful to persons 
desperate for some opportunity to advance.33

So it is especially important that those most desperate for meaningful options engage in lively and 
honest debate about the benefits and risks of military service. The following understandings are 
particularly important:
     → military service can be very difficult and stressful; running away from problems at home is 

often not a good enough motive to sustain a soldier through the high stress and risks 
of military service

     → military enlistment does not guarantee anyone money for a college education or U.S. 
           citizenship...early dismissal and/or a less than honorable discharge will likely disqualify you 

for educational benefits and citizenship
     → the military enlistment contract is one-sided; none of the promises made by the recruiter have 

to be kept
     → no enlistee is immune from being sent to combat, or from the physical and psychological 

dangers of war.
     →military service does not shield one from racism and exclusion in civilian life after one 

returns.
Justice
Is it an act of justice to offer those in poverty the option of money for college in return for service in 
the military? Or is it an act of exploitation?

It is not possible to totally reduce new enlistees to simple dots on charts depicting the factors of 
racism and poverty. Yet it is clear that these realities do influence peoples’ decisions about military 
enlistment. It is also clear that military strategists and recruiters are increasingly savvy about 
recruiting where racism and poverty push young people toward military options because few other 
options are available. 
This does not mean that individual recruiters have deliberately set out to target low income or 
marginalized groups. Rather, it is a market-based system that leads recruiters to these groups as 
surely as if it were part of a carefully designed plan. 

The problem with this is that the stakes are high, and the playing field is not level. Andrew 
Bacevich, professor of international relations at Boston University, notes that 

The people who actually bear the burdens of service...have little to say in the making of 
policy....Could it be that the Iraq War bears at least some of the earmarks of being a rich 
man’s war and a poor man’s fight, conceived by well-heeled Washington insiders but fought 
by those least likely to reap the promised benefits of the American way of life?34

To repeatedly dangle money for college in front of a population of high school youth who have no 
resources and then require a commitment that may take their life is not just. Whether in settings of 
wealth or poverty, young people should not have to engage in a potential trade of their lives for a 
college education. For a government agency to place its impoverished youth in this position is an 
act of exploitation.

There are other options. Our government could offer young people who serve in AmeriCorps, Vista, 
the Peace Corps, or other civilian service agencies the same benefits as those who serve in the 
military. Secondly, military advertising and recruiters could address the realities of war and combat 
with every recruit, including the possibility of death and long-term psychological disorders. We 
require serious health warnings on cigarette packaging. Why not on military ads?

Until a more just and honest recruitment process is in place, youth of color and those living in 
poverty will need to be especially vigilant to make sure that a recruiter’s promise does not become 
an act of exploitation. 
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STUDENT OPT OUT FORM

Regarding the release of student name, address, and telephone number

SCHOOL_________________________________________DATE_______________________

STUDENT NAME_____________________________DATE of BIRTH___________________

____ As a parent, I request that this student’s name, address, telephone number, and 
school records not be released to the Armed Forces and Military Recruiters or 
Military Schools.

Signature of parent or guardian_____________________________________________________

As a student of 18 years or older you have the right to request that your private information not be 
released to military recruiters and others.  Complete this Opt-out form and give it to your principal 
or school administrator.

____ I request that my address, telephone number, and school records not be released 
to the Armed Forces and Military Recruiters or Military Schools.

Signature of student_____________________________________________________________

Federal public law 107-110, section 9528 of the ESEA, “No Child Left Behind Act” requires school 
districts to release student names, address, and phone numbers to military recruiters upon their 
request.  Student are then called at home by recruiters and pressured to join the military.  The law 
also requires the school district to notify you of your right to Opt-out from this by requesting that 
the district not release your information to military recruiters.  The completion and return of this 
form serves as your request to withhold your private information.

Offered by Central District Conference Missional Church Committee  June 2006

ASVAB Testing
What Students and Educators Should Know about Military 
Testing in our High Schools 
Questions and Answers About the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB)

What Is ASVAB? 
About 14,000 high schools nationwide give a test to students (sponsored by the US military) - the Armed 
Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB). The ASVAB is the admissions and placement test for the 
US military. All persons enlisting in the US military are required to take ASVAB. It determines whether a 
potential recruit is qualified for the military and for certain military jobs. Military recruiters also claim that it 
will help a person choose a civilian career, but that is not what it was designed for. 

ASVAB is a three-hour test that consists of 10 sections: Word Knowledge; Paragraph Comprehension; 
Arithmetic Reasoning; Mathematics Knowledge; General Science; Auto and Shop Information; Mechanical 
Comprehension; Electronics Information; Numerical Operations; and Coding Speed. The ASVAB is 
supposed to look for talent and natural skills in subject areas that are considered important for different 
military jobs. 

Scores from selected individual sections of the test are combined according to a certain formula to come up 
with a measure known as AFQT - Armed Forces Qualifying Test. Congress has established minimum AFQT 
scores for admission to the military. Standards vary according to whether a person has a high school diploma, 
a GED, or has not graduated from high school. 

ASVAB is part of a larger program, the Department of Defense Testing Program (commonly known as the 
"Career Exploration Program"), through which students can take surveys about their interests, identify 
personal characteristics, and use ASVAB scores to match their backgrounds to possible careers. 

How do recruiters use the ASVAB? 
The military uses ASVAB to do targeted recruitment of young people. Recruiters give special attention to 
students in the 11th or 12th grade who meet minimum standards - what they refer to as "pre-qualified leads." 
They use test information (scores, name, address, etc.) to identify and reach young people they hope to sign 
up. Recruiters contact these young people by letters, phone calls, and visits to home and school. Students 
may receive calls from recruiters even if they say they are not interested in joining the military. One 
often-used tactic is to leave a message for a student telling him/her of an appointment with a recruiter, even if 
the student didn't ask for one. Just remember, there is no law that requires a student to join the military or to 
talk to recruiters. 

ASVAB is not the only way recruiters get personal information about students. Typically recruiters obtain 
contact information (such as name, address, phone number, courses taken, and extracurricular activities) 
from the school administration or district office, but the ASVAB gives them much more personal 
information about potential recruits. 

Are schools required to give the ASVAB test? 
No. One of the main reasons schools give ASVAB is that it is offered by the Pentagon at no charge to the 
school. 

Are students required to take the ASVAB? 
No. While the military has encouraged schools to have all students take the ASVAB, students cannot be 
forced to give this kind of personal information to the military. Unfortunately some schools tell students that 
they must take the test or may try to coerce them (harassment, ridicule, counselors telling students they won't 
help them in other ways if they don't take the ASVAB). While schools may require their students to take an 
assessment test approved by the state, there is no legal requirement that students take the ASVAB. 

Do students have to give personal information on the test form?
Yes, if the student wants the test to be scored. Before taking the test, students are required to sign a form 
(known as a "waiver") that allows the military to keep any information provided on the form (contact 
information and scores) and to use it in various ways. If the student does not include all the information 
asked for and sign the waiver, the test won't be processed. 

Who gets test scores? 
The military grades the test. They will send a copy of the scores to the student and the school counselor. In 
most cases - unless a school decides not to allow the release of any scores to military recruiters - local 
military recruiters are automatically given a copy of scores and the other information provided on the forms. 
Local recruiters receive a form known as the ASVAB Recruiter Service Printout. It contains a list of students 
who took the test, their scores, contact information (name, grade, sex, address, and phone number), and 
information about the students' plans after graduation. 

Can a school give the ASVAB test without having scores released to local 
military recruiters? 
Yes. Schools have eight options regarding the release of test information. At one end of the spectrum is 
"Option 8. No release to recruiters." Recruiters would not receive a printout of students' scores. The default 
option for schools is known as "Option 1. No special instructions." Under this option, recruiters are free to 
obtain scores and use them however they wish. In between these two extremes are a number of options 
specifying when recruiters may receive full information or whether they will be given access to phone 
numbers. Unfortunately, school officials are usually not made aware of options other than the default (Option 
1). 

Will the ASVAB help a student find the job that is best for him or her? 
Because the skills needed for military jobs are often different from those needed for civilian jobs, the 
ASVAB test may not really tell a student what he or she is qualified to do outside the military.

In some subject areas the ASVAB may test what a person already knows how to do, not what he or she could 
learn to do after receiving training. Because of this, a student might be told not to try for some careers that he 
or she could do well in and would like. The test does not measure interests.

Does ASVAB discriminate against certain groups of people? 
Yes. Many service members are automatically assigned to non-technical military jobs because of poor 
ASVAB scores. As a result, many African-American service members are assigned to low-skill jobs when 
they might have been able to be trained for more technical jobs. Government reports question whether 
ASVAB is a good measure of how well a person might do in technical training program if given the chance. 

Women are also less likely to get good scores on the mechanical sections of the ASVAB test because most 
haven't done much mechanical work in the past. Even if they would enjoy mechanical work and could learn 
the skills, they might be counseled to look for other types of jobs. 

Also, the ASVAB relies heavily on a person's English skills, even when it is testing for how well they would 
do in mechanical jobs. People who have had problems with their English skills will get lower scores and 
could be told not to try for well-paying mechanical jobs that he or she could do.

Options for Students and Educators
• Organize a campaign to educate students and school staff about how recruiters use the ASVAB.

• If your school gives the ASVAB, ask that students be clearly told that they don't have to take it. The 
school should be asked to provide students with some other place to go if classrooms are being used 
for testing.

• Ask your principal to protect students' privacy by keeping the test results from recruiters. This means 
that the school must tell the military before the test is given that it is choosing "ASVAB Option 8." If 
a school chooses this option, students who want their scores to go to the military can still permit 
them to go to recruiters on an individual basis. (The military provides a special permission form for 
such requests.) However, it doesn't work the other way around. If a school chooses to release 
information to recruiters, this information will be handed over for all students. 

• Even if a student doesn't take the ASVAB, he or she may be contacted by recruiters. Many schools 
release student directory lists to the military. Students may ask that their names not be included in 
the student directory distributed to recruiters or outside organizations and companies. This must be 
done at the beginning of the school year, and sometimes schools require that a student turn in the 
request by a certain date. 

• Ask your counseling office to look into other aptitude or vocational tests. Unless you insist on other 
tests, your school may continue using the ASVAB. 

• If the ASVAB is going to be given at your school, or if the military visits your school at other times, 
demand that school officials let students hear other perspectives on military recruitment and service. 

Background on the Pentagon's database
BACKGROUND:
According to the Pentagon Public Affairs office (at 703-428-0711), JAMRS is the organization 
formed by the Pentagon to oversee the development of a database of 30 million 16-25-year-olds, 
including name, address, email addresses, cell phone numbers, ethnicity, social security numbers 
and areas of study. This database is updated daily and distributed monthly to the Armed Services for 
recruitment purposes. You may "opt out" of this list in writing at the address above, and your child's 
information will be moved to a "suppression file." The Pentagon retains the information, but does 
not release it.

NOTE: The Department of Defense was initially requiring a social security number, but has backed 
off that requirement. They have also agreed to get the Opt Out information up on their site and 
establish an information-only 800# with prerecorded instructions re: opting out, pending approval. 
They have had a storm of inquiries over the past week, and say they are looking at other ways to 
improve the process. 

The Pentagon's Public Affairs Office read to us from a memo that the military branches had been 
collecting this data for years, and only contracted with the private marketing firm BeNow in 2002 to 
begin "consolidating the data for greater efficiency." Perhaps this is the rationale the Pentagon felt 
they could use to end-run the Privacy Act, which requires notification and public comment 
whenever new data is being compiled on individuals by any branch of government. The 
LeaveMyChildAlone.org coalition believes that any database being "updated daily" is certainly 
collecting new data on our kids, and therefore falls under the notification requirements of the 
Privacy Act. 

For more information, go to the JAMRS website: www.jamrs.org. 

The LeaveMyChildAlone.org coalition is urging the Pentagon to add 800# and online Opt Out 
options for parents and students. However, the fact that the data is maintained in a "suppression file" 
hardly grants parents peace of mind. With recent reports of massive security breaches at data firms, 
the fact that such detailed information about our sons and daughters has been in use for 3 years 
without parental consent or knowledge is troubling.

Act up, act now:

Contact your Representative and tell him or her to investigate this violation of the privacy act and 
scrap the illegal database. Take action through ActforChange.com. - you'll find a draft email you 
can send to your local legislator.

Phone in your family privacy concerns to the Pentagon (703-428-0711).

Packet evaluation questions:
1.  What have you found helpful in this packet?

2.  What additional information would be of help for you?

Send you evaluative comments to Emma Hartman of Central District Conference office.
1015 Division St., Goshen, IN  46528-2000
cdcoffice@hoosier.net 


